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Abstract The measurement of the position of the chiral critical end point (CEP) in the QCD phase diagram
is under debate. While it is possible to predict its position by using effective models specifically built to
reproduce some of the features of the underlying theory (QCD), the quality of the predictions (e.g., the CEP
position) obtained by such effective models, depends on whether solving the model equations constitute a
well- or ill-posed inverse problem. Considering these predictions as being inverse problems provides tools
to evaluate if the problem is ill-conditioned, meaning that infinitesimal variations of the inputs of the
model can cause comparatively large variations of the predictions. If it is ill-conditioned, it has major
consequences because of finite variations that could come from experimental and/or theoretical errors.
In the following, we shall apply such a reasoning on the predictions of a particular Nambu–Jona-Lasinio
model within the mean field + ring approximations, with special attention to the prediction of the chiral
CEP position in the (T −µ) plane. We find that the problem is ill-conditioned (i.e. very sensitive to input
variations) for the T -coordinate of the CEP, whereas, it is well-posed for the µ-coordinate of the CEP. As
a consequence, when the chiral condensate varies in a 10 MeV range, µCEP varies far less.
As an illustration to understand how problematic this could be, we show that the main consequence when
taking into account finite variation of the inputs, is that the existence of the CEP itself cannot be predicted
anymore: for a deviation as low as 0.6 % with respect to vacuum phenomenology (well within the estimation
of the first correction to the ring approximation) the CEP may or may not exist.

PACS. XX.XX.XX No PACS code given

1 Introduction

The critical end point (CEP) was proposed at the end
of the eighties [1] and is still a very important subject
of discussion nowadays: at finite temperature and chem-
ical potential the most common phase diagram shows a
first-order chiral phase transition separating the hadronic
phase from the quark phase; this first-order line finishes
at the CEP where the phase transition is of second-order
and, as T increases and µ decreases, the phase transition
becomes a crossover.

The existence of the CEP is still an open problem for
theoretical studies based on QCD while its experimental
search is in progress [2–10].
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Due to its relevance for the QCD phase diagram the
search for the CEP becomes one important issue for the
heavy ion collision (HIC) program [7–9]: the search of
the CEP and the deconfinement transition [7–9] is be-
ing undertaken in SPS at CERN [10], in RHIC at BNL
[2–4], and in the future facilities FAIR at GSI and NICA
at JIRN [11]. The eventual confirmation of the CEP ex-
istence would be one of the first QCD-like observables in
the medium to be discovered with important implications
on the constraint of several effective models.

From the theoretical point of view the existence of the
CEP is not consensual: even if older results from lattice
QCD [12] predict the existence of the CEP, once the
transition is a crossover at vanishing chemical potential,
µ = 0, [13, 14] it is possible that it may remain of this
type also at µ 6= 0. Most of the effective models like the
Nambu–Jona-Lasinio (NJL) and Polyakov-loop Nambu–
Jona-Lasinio (PNJL) models [15–23] and the Polyakov-
loop-improved quark-meson (PQM) model [24, 25] also
present a first order chiral phase transition that ends at
the CEP. However, each model has its own value for the
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location of the CEP that depends, for example, on the
chosen parametrization [22], on the strength of the vec-
tor meson coupling and on the anomaly strength through
the ’t Hooft coupling constant [26], as well as on the
Polyakov-loop. This led to several attempts to constrain
some models in order to understand if the CEP exists or
not [27–29] namely by fixing the vector meson coupling so
that the slope of the pseudo-critical temperature obtained
in lattice QCD simulations [30] at small µ is reproduced
[27]. Another possible constraint is by showing the ex-
istence of a first order QCD phase transition in compact
star interiors which lead to the evidence of a first order
transition that would prove the existence of at least one
CEP in the QCD phase diagram [31].

To better understand the physical mechanism that gen-
erates a CEP, one usual approach is to vary some param-
eters of an effective model to see if the physics controlled
by those parameters is relevant to the CEP position pre-
diction. When doing such studies (e.g. [22]) we realize the
need to have a more systematic and a more quantitative
way to proceed. We also realized that instead of varying
parameters independently it would be better to vary them
in such a way that the inputs phenomenology (used to
constrain the parameter in the first place) remains almost
constant.
In this paper we develop a method to study some aspects
of the sensitivity of a specific NJL model we are studying,
that relies on methods used for inverse problems [32,33].
Simply put, an inverse problem consists in finding the
model parametrization best reproducing some input data.
This can be achieved, for example, by minimizing some
merit function as a χ2 or –as it is the case here– by an
exact inversion of the problem. Still, considering it as an
inverse problem is by far richer, because it is a framework
aiming at extracting and characterizing as much informa-
tion as possible from the data and their modelization [32].
Note that inverse problem is currently considered as a nice
framework of study in the nuclear physics community (e.g.
[34, 34–37]). Especially, the guidelines described in [34]
were particularly interesting and inspiring to develop our
work.

For effective models such as the one we will study, re-
lated works have shown some deep consequences of the
idea that one is solving an inverse problem. In [37], with
a framework different from the one presented here, it is
shown that varying individually the model parameters
may be “misleading and ill advised” to determine the unique-
ness of a model if the inverse problem is not well posed. In
[36], the relevance of a systematic analysis of the param-
eter space is discussed. These both works [36, 37] stress
that, if the value of the merit function (χ2 therein) at min-
imum is a measure of how well the resulting parametriza-
tion is able to reproduced the input data, there are other
meaningful information to obtain. The curvature around
this minimum is one, assessing if the model gives stable
and meaningful prediction. Therefore, it is important not
to get “trapped in the χ2 minimum” and to study varia-
tions around the minimum so as to get access to the speed
at which the χ2 value deteriorate.

After the parameters fixing, one central question in
using an effective model is to estimate if it is reasonable
to extrapolate it away of the region where parameters has
been fixed, if it keeps its predictive power and how far. For
this work, an effective model means the model Lagrangian
with the addition of the input parameters, its approxi-
mations and the way the parameters are computed. For
example, if some in-vacuum inputs are used, one usually
assumes that meaningful results can be get at finite tem-
perature (it is indeed one of the earliest successes of the
NJL model to show that the quark condensate melts with
temperature); yet this remains to be evaluated.
In the present work, a sensitivity parameter is introduced
as a way to qualitatively estimate if a prediction is very
sensitive to the input (hence there is strong possibility
that the predicted value cannot be trusted) or if there is a
reason to believe that the prediction is well constrained by
the model calculations and the chosen inputs. We will say
that in the former case the prediction is unstable (against
variation of the inputs) and in the latter that the predic-
tion is stable.
This type of sensitivity analysis is quite common in nu-
clear theory [34, 38]. However, the precise definition of a
sensitivity parameter varies from work to work, although
they all estimate how stable a model prediction is. Here,
the inverse problem that will be considered has an exact
solution (if we where to define a χ2, its minimum value
would be zero) whereas in the aforementioned work the
parameters fit is not exact (χ2 6= 0). More precisely we
will define a sensitivity parameter that measure how an
infinitesimal variation of the inputs of the model will im-
pact the value of a prediction.
We found out that the sensitivity parameter that we de-
fine later on is very closely related to a criterion defined in
the computer science community to estimate if the result
of a numerical computation will be damage because real
numbers has to be approximated as float numbers (propa-
gation of round-off error) [39]. The sensitivity parameter
is indeed related to the so called condition number [40]
and is an estimation of the distance between the problem
at hand (for example the computation of the solution of a
linear system) and the closest ill-posed problem (in that
example it would be a non-invertible system). When the
condition number is large, the problem is said to be ill-
conditioned in the sense that small errors in the data will
results in large error in the outcomes.

The proposed reasoning with inverse problems and the
associated tool may be quite involved. Since, up to our
knowledge, they have not been used widely in the study
of the phase of QCD, we will present here a simple anal-
ysis based only on the sensitivity parameter and a corre-
lation analysis that was inspired among other works by
[34]. We choose the SU(2) NJL model with interaction in
the scalar channel only, at the mean field + ring approx-
imation. The inputs will be the quark condensate 〈q̄q〉,
the pion mass mπ and its decay constant fπ. We choose
this model because it is good enough to reproduce ba-
sic chiral properties of QCD (dynamical mass generation
via the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry and a
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possible CEP) but simple enough to be able to exactly
solve the inverse problem and doing part of the calcula-
tion semi-analytically. The simplicity of the model and its
strong symmetry properties enable us to concentrate on
discussing the usefulness of this analysis, to better under-
stand the role of the sensitivity and check the validity of
our computation. Even with such simplification we obtain
useful results on one key observable of the QCD phase di-
agram, namely the CEP position.

The paper is organized as follow:
In the first part we will introduce the NJL model and
quickly review its relevant phenomenology for this work
(spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, pion properties
and the chiral critical end point).
Then we will define the sensitivity parameter, compute
its value in the NJL model for several predictions (the
sigma meson mass and the pion-quark-antiquark effective
coupling constant in vacuum together with the position
of the chiral CEP in the (T − µ) plane) and discuss its
relevance to characterize the well- and ill-posedness of the
problem.
We will also present an analysis of the situation when one
relaxes one of the constraint of the model, namely the
value of the quark condensate.

In the second part, the consequences of the previous
study will be discussed when finite variation of the fitting
data, mπ, fπ and 〈q̄q〉 are considered. It will illustrate
that if the sensitivity analysis may seems fairly abstract,
for low value of the dispersion that are well within the
expected range of the correction generated by using a next
to leading order approximation, the physics can drastically
change (namely the CEP may disappear).

2 Sensitivity of predictions of the
Nambu–Jona-Lasinio model

2.1 Parametrization of the Nambu–Jona-Lasinio
model; observables

We consider the local two flavor NJL model in SU(2)-
isospin approximation whose Lagrangian is (see [41–44]
for reviews):

LNJL = ψ̄(iγµ∂µ−m0)ψ+G
[
(ψ̄ψ)2 + (ψ̄iγ5τψ)2

]
. (1)

This Lagrangian depends on three dimensional parame-
ters, m0 the bare quark mass of the u and d quarks in
SU(2)-isospin approximation (in GeV); G the coupling
constant (GeV−2) and Λ the three-dimensional cutoff mim-
icking the asymptotic freedom of quarks (in GeV). Since
the NJL model cannot be extracted directly from QCD,
they are free parameters, but, nevertheless, they are loosely
constrained: m0 should be of the order of the masses of
u and d quarks, Λ is related to the scale ΛQCD; for what
concern G if one think of it as the Fermi coupling in the
electroweak theory, G ' g/M2 ' g̃/Λ2, then g̃ is poorly
constrained but is usually expected to be in a range [1, 10].

These parameters are usually fitted to the values of
the pion mass, mπ, the pion decay constant fπ, and the
quark condensate c = −〈q̄q〉1/3 normalized to be positive
and with the dimension of an energy. The latter quantity
is related to the so-called dressed quark mass m that can-
not be considered as an observable but provides a phys-
ical picture of the hadronic world after the spontaneous
chiral symmetry breaking in terms of quasi-particles with
m � m0 and also a very crude approximation of the nu-
cleon mass as 3 times the mass of one dressed quark.

The scheme we choose to compute those quantities is
the mean field approximation for the condensate and the
ring approximation for the meson properties [41].
For the mean field effective quark mass m(Λ,m0, G) one
has the so-called gap equation:

m0 −m+ 8iGNcNfmI1 = 0 (2)

where I1 is the 1-propagator line integral that arises from
the tadpole diagram:

I1 = −i
∫ Λ d3p

(2π)3

1

2Ep
(with E2

p = p2 +m2). (3)

Then the mean field quark condensate 〈q̄q〉(Λ,m0, G) is:

〈q̄q〉 =
m0 −m

2G
. (4)

Finally mπ(Λ,m0, G) and fπ(Λ,m0, G) are given by:

m2
π = −m0

m

1

4iGNcNfI2(0)
, (5)

f2
π = −4iNcm

2I2(0) , (6)

where I2 is the 2-propagator lines integral coming from
the quark loop diagram of the ring approximation ; we
also use a quasi-Goldstone boson approximation assuming
the pion mass can be neglected, namely the argument of
I2 is k2 = 0 and not k2 = m2

π. Explicitly one has:

I2(0) = −i
∫ Λ d3p

(2π)3

1

4E3
p

. (7)

When (mπ, fπ, 〈q̄q〉) are fixed to their phenomenologi-
cal values, the inverse problem is solved when the system:

mπ(Λ,m0, G) = mπ , (8)
fπ(Λ,m0, G) = fπ , (9)
〈q̄q〉(Λ,m0, G) = 〈q̄q〉 , (10)

is solved for the parameters Λ, m0 and G. Thanks to
the quasi-Goldstone approximation this system has quasi-
analytic solutions discussed in App. (A). As we show in
this appendix, the previous system has solutions only if
the ratio α = f3

π/〈q̄q〉 is greater than a constant critical
value (it is related to the discussion in Sec. 2.2.2 of [43]).
Among the solutions, only one is physical.
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When parameters are fixed, this NJL model can de-
scribe some simple phenomenology in vacuum as the sigma
meson massmσ and the pion-quark coupling constant gπq̄q
(see [41] for details):

mσ =
√

4m2 +m2
π ,

gπq̄q =
1√

−4iNcI2(0)
. (11)

The NJL model is also able to predict, for a range of
parameters, a first order transition toward a phase where
the chiral symmetry is partially restored. At the end of this
line there is a critical end point in the (T −µ) plane whose
properties are described in App. (B) (we also describe a
new very fast and stable algorithm to compute it).

2.2 Sensitivity and ill-posedness of a problem

To study the sensitivity of a given prediction we will use
a condition number [40] of the problem: it is a local mea-
sure (based on a gradient calculation) of the sensitivity of
a solution to this problem against infinitesimal variation
of its inputs. Here we will use the relative condition num-
ber: when it is infinite, the problem is ill-posed; when it
is finite but large (compared to one) the problem is said
ill-conditioned.
The choice we made to compute it is based on the sta-
tistical propagation of errors because it is a natural way
to compute the variation (the standard deviation) of an
output with respect to input variations that are supposed
uncorrelated when one minimizing a χ2 (as we will do in
the future where an exact inversion is not possible) and
for the correlation analysis.
Let X be a prediction depending on two inputs a and b:
the standard deviation of a prediction X is computed by
propagating the variation σ(a) and σ(b) of the parameters:

σ2(X) =

(
∂X

∂a

)2

σ2(a) +

(
∂X

∂b

)2

σ2(b) . (12)

The sensitivity is the ratio of the relative standard devia-
tion and the mean of the relative variation of the inputs:

Σ(X) = lim
σ→0

σrel(X)

σIrel
(13)

where,

σrel(X) =
σ(X)

X
(14)

σIrel =
1

2

(
σ(a)

a
+
σ(b)

b

)
, (15)

and limσ→0 means we take infinitesimal variations of the
inputs. The way one takes this limit has to be specified. We
choose to take vanishing relative dispersion of the inputs
namely for I = a or b, σ(I)/I = p and p → 0. We will
briefly discuss another choice (to cross check our results),

the vanishing absolute dispersion case, where if all inputs
have the same dimension, σ(I) = d and d→ 0.

Explicitly with the relative dispersion and for the in-
puts (mπ, fπ, c) we have:

Σ(X) =

√(
∂X

∂mπ

)2
m2
π

X2
+

(
∂X

∂fπ

)2
f2
π

X2
+

(
∂X

∂c

)2
c2

X2
,

(16)
where it can be noticed that:(

∂X

∂a

a

X

)2

=

(
∂ lnX

∂ ln a

)2

. (17)

In the rest of this paper we will argue that if the
sensitivity of a prediction is large (the calculation is ill-
conditioned) it means that it cannot be trusted and should
be excluded because any small but finite errors in the in-
puts (either measurement errors as for the condensate or
theoretical errors because of the approximations) will have
a great chance of damaging the prediction. We will say
that the prediction is unstable.
On the contrary, a prediction with a small sensitivity can
be trusted in the context of the particular model used to
predict it. The physics that has been used to write the
model and the chosen inputs are enough to give a stable,
well constrained prediction.

In our work, we choose to use a model describing the
chiral physics where spontaneous chiral symmetry break-
ing is generated only by the scalar interaction and the
inputs are related to this physics: the pion properties (the
quasi-Goldstone boson of this mechanism whose mass and
decay constant are related via the PCAC) and the non
vanishing chiral condensate.

We will illustrate the use of the sensitivity with 3 cases:
stable prediction in vacuum, stable and unstable predic-
tion in medium at zero and finite dispersion.

2.2.1 A remark on the sensitivity calculation: Monte Carlo
setup

It is in principle possible to compute the sensitivity ana-
lytically. In the present context this can actually be done
quite easily for the in-vacuum predictions because the in-
verse problem is exact. Details of the calculation of Σ(mσ)
can be found in App. (C). In the simple model we con-
sidered, the calculation of Σ(TCEP) and Σ(µCEP) is still
treatable, but more complicated because it requires to
compute the derivatives of a system of three implicit equa-
tions (see App. (B)). The calculation of these derivatives
will become even more complicated (for example the di-
mensionality of the system will increase) when more real-
istic model, with vector channel interactions or with the
Polyakov loop, will be used.

If we choose this particular model it is precisely be-
cause of its simplicity hence besides some results relevant
for the physics of the CEP, this work is also a benchmark
for further studies: in this model we are able to cross check
analytically large part of our numerical results.
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For this reason we choose to compute the sensitivity
using a Monte-Carlo setup. It has the advantage that for
higher dimensionality of the CEP system (thus for more
realistic model) it is well known a Monte-Carlo will nicely
scale whereas an analytic calculation would become unin-
teresting (it is common that analytic derivatives formula
are not well suited for a computation because of differ-
ences or ratio of almost identical terms) and a numerical
calculation could become too time consuming (it is the
famous problem of equidistant sampling versus random
sampling in a high dimensionality space).

Besides, since we use the statistical error propagation
formula, the Monte Carlo is a natural framework to com-
pute mean and standard deviation. The last advantage of
Monte Carlo at non vanishing dispersion is the fact that
one can visualize the data and have a better understanding
of the dispersion pattern of the CEP or the correlations
(as it will be discuss in the last section).

The details of the Monte-Carlo setup are only relevant
in the case of a finite dispersion of the inputs; they will be
discuss there.

2.3 Results on the sensitivity of some NJL predictions

Let us come to the first results of this work.
We choose the following value for the inputs: mπ

fπ
〈q̄q〉1/3

 =

 137 MeV
93 MeV
−315 MeV

 . (18)

The value for the quark condensate is equivalent to choose
the u condensate as 〈ūu〉1/3 ' −250 MeV. Such value is in
agreement with limits extracted from sum rules,
190 MeV ≤ −〈ūu〉1/3 ≤ 260 MeV at a renormalization scale
of 1 GeV [45], and 〈ūu〉1/3 = −270 MeV at a renormaliza-
tion scale of 2 GeV [46]. This value is also in agreement
with recent result of lattice calculations:
〈ūu〉1/3 = −269(08) MeV [47].

2.3.1 Parametrization

In our context the true inputs of the model are the phe-
nomenological observablesmπ, fπ and 〈q̄q〉 from which the
physical parameters are uniquely defined. So the model
parameters also have a sensitivity. As noticed by [36,37],
a variation around the solution of the inverse problem also
contains information on the accuracy of the model. Very
large sensitivity would mean that from the very begin-
ning the model cannot be used to do predictions because
the whole model itself (and not one of its predictions) is
ill-conditioned (let us recall that by model we mean the
Lagrangian, its approximation and also its inputs). We
will see in the section 2.4 a case where α→ αc (αc is the
limit value of f3

π/〈q̄q〉 where the inverse problem cannot
be solve anymore, see App. (A)): all sensitivities diverge
at that point, even the parameters one. At this specific
point, the model in itself becomes ill-posed and nothing

can be done with it. A correlation analysis would also be
interesting: very low correlation of the parameters with
the inputs would be a signal that the chosen inputs are
not the relevant ones to constrain the parameters [37].

In Tab. 1 one can read that we are rather safe with
the parametrization, the magnitude of sensitivities being
below 5.

It is worth noticing that a symmetry relation pro-
vide us a very easy way to compute Σ(m0) but also to
get more information. An approximate value is easily ob-
tained: at first order in the bare mass m0 the GMOR re-
lation m2

πf
2
π = −m0〈q̄q〉 leads to dm0/m0 = 2dmπ/mπ +

2dfπ/fπ − 3dc/c hence Σ(m0) =
√

17 = 4.12. By writing
the differential we see that the m0 sensitivity is decom-
posed in 3 almost equal source terms for the sensitivity
(namely the 3 logarithmic derivatives). From this decom-
position one can learn thatm0 will be almost equally sensi-
tive to variations of any of the inputs. By the examination
of Eq. (25) it is not obvious at first glance that this should
be the case. One could think that m0 is strongly sensitive
to mπ but due to the GMOR relation it is not the case.
Then, even at the simplest level, we think that the study of
sensitivities with respect to the inputs and their sources
(related to the partial derivative) can bring information
that may be difficult to find based on purely physical ar-
gument. For the case of m0 the GMOR relation is enough
to reveal the hidden link between observables but we will
see that the more complicated the prediction, the less ob-
vious this kind of link can be found without a sensitivity
calculation.

Finally let us stress again the first strong strength of
a sensitivity analysis: if the sensitivities of the parameters
are large it is meaningless to even try to use the model.

Sensitivities Values

Parameters
Λ 2.83 0.653 (GeV)
m0 4.11 0.0051 (GeV)
GΛ2 3.32 2.11

In-vacuum
predictions

m 6.72 0.313 (GeV)
mσ 6.41 0.642 (GeV)
gπq̄q 5.97 3.37

In-medium
predictions

TCEP 71.5 0.0299 (GeV)
µCEP 1.05 0.327 (GeV)

Table 1. Sensitivities of the parameters, in-vacuum pre-
dictions and in-medium predictions considering infinitesimal
changes of the inputs. The sensitivities of the parameters, of
the in-vacuum predictions and of µCEP are close to 1. The sen-
sitivity of the temperature coordinate of the CEP is very large.
These values were computed numerically with a Monte-Carlo.

2.3.2 Prediction sensitivities

Considering that our model is constrained in vacuum, in
Tab. 1 we organize the sensitivities (top to bottom) from
the expected lowest values (for the parameters) to the ex-
pected greatest values (for the in-medium predictions).
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We began our discussion on the usefulness of the sen-
sitivity analysis by the sigma meson mass and the pion-
quark-antiquark effective coupling constant in vacuum (see
Eq. (11)).

As expected, the sensitivities of the in-vacuum predic-
tions are larger than the one of the parameters, but are
still not too large (< 7). The phenomenological conclu-
sions that can be done within this model in the in-vacuum
mesonic sector are rather safe.

Let us take a closer look on the sigma mass: In App. (C)
we compute analytically Σ(mσ) (hence checking that the
present Monte Carlo setup is correct) and obtain the re-
sult for the differential dmσ = 0.21dmπ + 34dfπ − 8.2dc.
First of all we see that the sensitivity coming from the
pion mass partial derivative is negligible and this is not
surprising: it is well known that the Goldstone theorem is
approximately realized in NJL due to the the small values
of the bare quark mass so the sigma mass is essentially
twice the dressed quark mass. In fact, for this reason all
observables are barely sensitive to the pion mass (except
of course if they correlate directly with m0).
But the sensitivity analysis can show relations that are
more difficult to predict based on simple symmetry argu-
ments. For example, since m2

σ = 4m2 + m2
π and since m

is essentially due to the chiral symmetry breaking in the
NJL model by a quick examination of the equation one
could have expected that the sigma is mainly sensitive to
the condensate variation. The coefficients of this differen-
tial shows that it is also sensitive to fπ a fact that is not
easily read in the NJL model due to the non-linear relation
between the scale Λ, fπ and the condensate. Let us stress
again that this simple model is used as an illustration
of the usefulness of this technique; the link between ob-
servables may not be apparent by examination of the NJL
equations but for the specific case of fπ one can see for ex-
ample in a linear sigma model that the PCAC imposes an
approximate proportionality between the vacuum expec-
tation value of the sigma field and fπ: v2 = f2

π(1 +o(m2
π))

hence a strong correlation betweenm and fπ. It is another
example of the fact that sensitivity or correlation analy-
sis can bring to light such relations, hidden by the non
linearity of the equations. For the CEP, such correlations
become very difficult to predict a priori (as we will see in
the following) hence the analysis is a useful one for phe-
nomenology.

Finally let us conclude by examining the sensitivities
of the in-medium predictions of TCEP and µCEP. They are
both surprising. On the one hand the sensitivity of the T -
coordinate of the CEP is very large (∼ 70) and the one of
the µ-coordinate is very close to 1, even more close than
the sensitivities of the model parameters.
Concerning the TCEP, the conclusion is quite easy. The
model, that consists of the approximation schemes and of
the phenomenological inputs, is ill-conditioned for the pre-
diction of the temperature coordinate of the chiral CEP:
we try to push too far the model from the vacuum where
its parameters are constrained. This means that no con-
sistent conclusions can be drawn concerning TCEP in this

context (we will detail this in the section devoted to small
but finite variation of inputs).
The conclusion is completely different for µCEP. Its close
to unity sensitivity means that the physics that is im-
plemented in this simple NJL model, i.e. chiral symmetry
and scalar sector, is part of the physics that constrains the
chemical potential coordinate of the CEP. This does not
mean that the µCEP in nature is the one that is predicted
by this NJL model but this means that the chiral physics
generated by the scalar channel seems to be very relevant
to this prediction. For example adding new physical con-
tents to the model, such as vector channel interactions,
will certainly change the position of µCEP in the phase
diagram (essentially it will shift it [41]) but we have rea-
son to believe it will not alter drastically the sensitivity
of µCEP and not solve the sensitivity problem of TCEP

1.
To solve this problem one probably need in-medium con-
straints as we will check in a future work.

2.4 Sensitivities for different values of the quark
condensate

Since the value of the quark condensate is less well known
when compared to the pion mass and the pion decay con-
stant, we plot the sensitivities of m, TCEP and µCEP as a
function of the value of the condensate with mπ and fπ
fixed to their values given in Eq. (18).

In Fig. (1), the constituent quark mass, the tempera-
ture coordinate of the CEP, its chemical potential coordi-
nate and their corresponding sensitivities are plotted as a
function of the value of the quark condensate in the range
[306, 316] MeV. At c = 306 MeV, α ' αc and the inverse
problem does not have a solution anymore; at c ' 316
MeV, T ' 0: the CEP disappears from the phase diagram.
As we mentioned earlier, we see that the sensitivities di-
verge at the lower limit of the range. It is the case for all
quantities: in fact at this point, the model is ill-posed and
the parameters cannot even be fixed.

On the lower panel of Fig. (1), one can see that µCEP
only varies in a 2.5 MeV range and this is coherent with
what we expect from the behavior of a quantity with such
a small sensitivity: the prediction of µCEP is very stable
even with respect to large variation of the condensate (this
is also confirmed by our calculation of the correlation of
µCEP with the condensate that turn out to be small as
can be seen in Tab. 5 ; correlations will be discussed in the
last part). On the contrary the constituent mass varies in
a range of 85 MeV (upper panel) and TCEP in a 60 MeV
range (middle panel). This is coherent with the fact that
m and TCEP have larger sensitivities. As a side note, we
see that Σ(T ) is large on the whole interval signaling a
fundamental problem for this model in order to constrain
the temperature and give an accurate prediction; also it
even diverges just before the CEP disappears.
On this range ∆m/m ' ±11% and ∆T/T ' ±100%. Of

1 This conjecture is based on [48] Fig. 1 where the CEP
seems to remain not very well constrained.
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Figure 1. The constituent quark mass m (top), the tempera-
ture coordinate of the CEP (middle) and the chemical potential
coordinate of the CEP (bottom) as well as their corresponding
sensitivities are plotted as functions of −〈q̄q〉1/3. We limit the
range of the quark condensate such that the inverse problem
always has a solution and that the CEP always exists. When
the quark condensate varies in a 10 MeV range, the constituent
quark mass varies in a 85 MeV range, TCEP varies in a 60 MeV
range and µCEP only in a 2.5 MeV range. These windows are
closely related to the values of the sensitivities that are average
for m, large for TCEP and close to 1 for µCEP

course these values are not exactly the sensitivities previ-
ously computed. Sensitivities are local quantities (related
to a gradient with respect to the 3 directions in the in-
puts space) but it shows that there is a correct agreement
between this finite variation and an extrapolation based
on the first order of a Taylor expansion (whose coefficient
is related to the sensitivity). It shows that the problem
is sufficiently linear (at least in the c direction) around

the input values for the sensitivity to be a useful quanti-
ties even in this non linear problem. We will use this fact
when studying finite variations of all 3 parameters.

Since the quark condensate is closely related to the
dynamical generation of the mass and the latter being
a relevant phenomenon for the creation of a first order
phase transition at zero temperature we could anticipate
that µCEP and m would varies accordingly when 〈q̄q〉 only
is varied. By comparing the upper and lower panels, one
can see it is not the case: the larger sensitivity of the
constituent mass leads to a large variation of the mass but
the chemical potential is remarkably stable. This result
shows how the non-linearity of the inverse problem may
affect the outcome in a non trivial way that is revealed by
the sensitivity. We will see that the chemical potential is
strongly correlated with the pion decay constant.

From top of Fig. (1), one notices that, at fixed fπ and
mπ, the constituent quark mass reduces when c raises.
From m ' 2Gc3, one could expect that m would increase
when c increases, and so should µCEP since it would take
more density to destroy the condensate. Here, the cal-
culation results in a decrease of m while µCEP is non-
monotonic. This is another interest of varying the inputs of
the model and not the model parameters: the phenomenol-
ogy may vary counter intuitively when one realizes that
the true inputs are the datae. In fact, when mπ and fπ are
fixed, G ≡ G(〈q̄q〉), and then m ' −2G(〈q̄q〉)〈q̄q〉, and the
non linear behavior of G makes wrong the first conclusion.

Finally, let us recall that this analysis is rooted in
the nuclear physics community (both theory and experi-
ments). It can serve as a guide for experiments. As noticed
by [37] the correlation analysis can almost systematically
determines which observables are the best to provide con-
straints on parameters and then experiments can concen-
trate on the most readily accessible of these observables.
In our case and as a though experiment, let us suppose
one moment that the scalar channel is the only relevant
one, that the CEP has been shown to exist (for example if
it is shown that at zero temperature in compact star phe-
nomenology the chiral transition is first order) and the
pion properties are well known but the chiral condensate
has not been measured. The result of this section shows
that the chiral condensate must be searched in the range
[306, 316] MeV even if we cannot point where the CEP
should be in the phase diagram due to the temperature
sensitivity.

2.4.1 On the choice of the dispersion pattern

We have chosen to take equal relative dispersion of the in-
puts. Of course choosing equal absolute dispersion changes
the results. With the values we use for the inputs it means
that the condensate varies approximately 3 times more
that the other inputs. It can be an informed choice, for ex-
ample if one estimates that since it is less known it should
vary more. In any way to check if our conclusion where
change by this choice we also computed with absolute dis-
persion. None of the above conclusions are changed by the
other choice.
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3 Consequences of small but finite
deviations of the inputs

3.1 Why finite variations are relevant

In our case of an exact inverse problem a large value of
Σ(T ), that is a calculation close to a ill-posed one, may be
harmless since it is computed at vanishing dispersion and
the parameters fixing procedure is exact. Indeed, if the
inputs are very accurately computed in the model and
very well measured, the outcome may vary only slightly
(the situation would be worse if we used a χ2 6= 0 to
parametrize the model since there would be no way to fix
the parameter to reproduce the exact inputs). However, as
an illustration of our previous analysis we will show that
for our calculation of the CEP it is unacceptable. We will
see that very small variations (0.6%) around the vacuum
will already completely change the physics of the model,
namely with such small variations the CEP may or may
not exists. The problem is that the inputs are neither very
well measured nor accurately computed.

On the one hand the quark condensate value is not very
well known as explained earlier. On the other hand let us
stress that when we compute the sensitivity in this model
we mean the NJL Lagrangian and also its approximations.
By comparing our results with results obtained with a less
approximate treatment we can evaluate roughly the order
of magnitude of the systematic errors generated by the
approximation.

For example, relaxing the quasi-Goldstone boson ap-
proximation (we reinstate k2 = m2

π in Eq. (5)) we find
mπ = 135.6 MeV accounting for a variation of about 1%.

Let us consider the next order in a 1/Nc expansion as
the meson-loop approximation (MLA) [49]. In this work,
the correction on the pion properties were found around
5% (the value depending on details of the model calcula-
tion). In the framework of the inverse problem, it means a
re-parametrization has to be made to get back the correct
vacuum phenomenology. Here we do the assumption that,
during the re-parametrization procedure, the previously
computed mean field sensitivity may already generate a
variation for a prediction X of about Σ(X)× 5%.

We believe that our calculation of the sensitivity and a
rough approximation of the contribution of the next order,
for the inputs, is able to determine if this correction will
be likely to damage the current calculation.

3.2 CEP unpredictability

In order to see the concrete effects of large or small sensi-
tivities of the predictions, we allow the phenomenological
inputs to vary in a small range given by a relative dis-
persion p = 1% of the mean values given in Eq. (18).
As we have seen this value is rather conservative con-
sidering the MLA estimation. It is worth writing explic-
itly the range where our value will fluctuate. The range
is rather small (especially when looking to various NJL

model parametrization in the literature) and yet the physics
will be completely changed:

mπ ∈ [ 135.6 , 138.4 ]
fπ ∈ [ 92.07 , 93.93 ]
〈q̄q〉1/3 ∈ [ −318.1 , −311.8 ]

(19)

We will then see if the value of the sensitivities has a
consequence on the prediction with finite dispersion. Also
additional information can be acquired. The shape of the
distribution, for example of the CEP in the (T −µ) plane,
can now be visualized, together with correlation plots.

We must now explain precisely our Monte Carlo setup
(the previous calculation were done in the exact same way
with p = 0.005% and we checked that it was small enough
for the calculations to extrapolate toward p = 0).
A set of n input points is generated following a given prob-
ability density (the choice of the density is irrelevant at
vanishing dispersion).

The uniform distribution ρu(X), which is suited for
analysis of deterministic errors, is a constant around its
mean value X̄:

ρu(X) = N θ(X −Xmax)θ(Xmin −X) , (20)

with θ the Heaviside function, N a constant that nor-
malizes the density to one and where Xmin = (1 − p)X̄,
Xmax = (1 + p)X̄, where p = 1%.
The Gaussian distribution ρG(X) is usually used when
supposing a random variable normally distributed with a
standard deviation σ. The interest of the Gaussian dis-
tribution is that its wings will allow us to explore points
that are not in the uniform distribution. To compare the
results obtained with the uniform distribution, we used
σ = pX̄ and then:

ρG(X) = N e(X−X̄)/2σ2

, (21)

where again N is the normalization of the distribution.
Using these definitions we checked that the results do not
change qualitatively when using the uniform or the Gaus-
sian distribution.

Then, the inverse problem is solved leading to n sets
of parameters. For each of these sets of parameters the
in-vacuum as well as the in-medium predictions are com-
puted. At the end, distributions for mσ, gπq̄q and also for
TCEP and µCEP are obtained. For each of the distribution
ρX of the prediction X a mean value X̄ and a standard
deviation σ(X) can be computed. The sensitivity of the
prediction X Eq. (16) becomes:

Σ(X) =
σ(X)

X̄

1

σIrel
. (22)

3.2.1 Distributions of the model parameters

The probability distribution of α is plotted in Fig. (2)
where the theoretical distribution, that is calculated in
App. (D), is also shown as a cross check.
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Figure 2. Distributions of α with a dispersion p = 1% of the
inputs for the uniform distributions. The full line represents
the theoretical density given by Eq. (100), and the circle and
cross are the value of a normalized histogram (the integral is
one) obtained with the Monte Carlo simulation (n = 503). The
crosses are the accepted parameters (satisfying α > αc), and
the circles are the rejected parameters (α < αc).

In Fig. (3) we plot the obtained distributions of the
NJL model parameters. We also represent the mean and
standard deviation of the parameters and check that the
statistics was large enough to have well controlled errors.
For each random variable X, another point is represented
on the figures whose error bar are S(X) = X σIrel. This
point allow us to compare the relative standard deviation
of a quantity to σIrel. When σ(X) > S(X) we have a visual
estimation that the chosen dispersion for the inputs results
in a larger dispersion for this output. This point is related
with the sensitivity, indeed Σ(X) = σ(X)/S(X).

The bare quark mass value is between 4 and 6 MeV,
typical values found in literature. It is worth noticing that
with a sensitivity of 4, if one would like to tackle the dif-
ficult problem of the evaluation of the bare quark mass
with this model and measurements of pion properties and
the condensate, the value would be affected by a large
uncertainty.

For what concerns G there is a small absolute disper-
sion of the parameter and one notices a very sharp low cut
of its value. The sharp cut induces a strong asymmetry of
the density as can be seen from the position of the mean.
The values ofGΛ2 are located around 2.1 with σ(G) ' 0.1.

Finally, Λ displays a quite large standard deviation and
its typical values are between 600 and 700 MeV. The latter
value is a bit large compared to the usual parametrization
of the model.

3.2.2 Distributions of the sigma mass

Fig. (4) presents the distribution ofmσ and its mean value
and associated standard deviation. These quantities are
also gathered in Tab. 2, with the corresponding values for
the other prediction gπq̄q. We can notice that the shape
of the density, even with the sharp cut of the uniform pa-
rameter distribution, present a long tail for higher value
of the mass, not completely excluding value as high as 800
MeV (the same tail can be seen for GΛ2). As we can see
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Figure 3. The crossed lines represent the distributions of
the dimensional parameters of the NJL model (un-normalized
histogram whose integral is the number of points): m0 (top), Λ
(middle) together with GΛ2 (bottom). The results are obtained
with the Monte Carlo simulation with a variation of 1% of
the inputs for the uniform distribution and n = 503. The top
star point and the error bar represent the mean and standard
deviation. The bottom star point has error bar whose value is
the mean times the standard deviation of the inputs, S(X) =
X σIrel , a way to visualize the sensitivity of the output with
respect to the dispersion of the inputs (see discussion in text).
Notice how these error bars are always smaller (especially for
m0) than the standard deviation illustrating how an initial
dispersion of the inputs translates in larger deviation of the
outputs.

from the table, the results for mσ and for gπq̄q are in ac-
cordance with the phenomenology of simple quark models
(mσ ' 600 MeV is the expected value for the sigma mass
in this framework; it cannot be compare to the experi-
mental scalar meson as discussed for example in [50,51]).
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Figure 4. The crossed lines represent the distributions of
mσ (un-normalized histogram whose integral is the number of
points) obtained with the Monte-Carlo simulation with vari-
ations of 1% of the inputs for the uniform distributions and
n = 503. The top stars and its error bars represent a visualiza-
tion of the sensitivity (see Fig. (3) and text).

Furthermore, the dispersions of these quantities are rea-
sonable (less than 7%).

mσ (0.6439± 0.0003) (GeV)
σ(mσ) (0.0246± 0.0002) (GeV)
σ(mσ)/mσ 3.82 (%)

gπq̄q 3.3822± 0.0001
σ(gπq̄q) 0.209± 0.002
σ(gπq̄q)/gπq̄q 6.18 (%)

Table 2. Results obtained for the in-vacuum predictions mσ

and gπq̄q, for the uniform distribution, with n3 = 503 and p =
1%.

3.2.3 Distribution of the chiral critical end point prediction

Let us come to the most striking result of this section. As
explained before, it may happen that the inverse problem
has a solution but the corresponding parameter set does
not lead to a CEP. With a dispersion as low as 0.6%,
the CEP starts to disappear. Hence the sensitivity of the
CEP temperature is so large that the prediction is already
spoiled if one assumes only 0.6% variations of the inputs.
The existence of the CEP (even if it exists when using the
mean value of the inputs) cannot be considered as a true
prediction of this particular model; the physical outcome
of the model is completely changed.

As a reference the number of obtained sets of parame-
ter and the number of calculated CEP for a dispersion of
1% and 0.5% is listed in Tab. 3.

In Fig. (5) we present a scatter plot of the CEPs ob-
tained in this calculation with the confidence ellipses at
1 − σ and 2 − σ. The confidence ellipses are an approxi-
mation of the true 1− σ and 2− σ confidence level since
the density ρ(TCEP , µCEP ) is not a Gaussian distribution.

Uniform distribution
p (%) nsets nCEP nCEP/nsets (%)
1 3375 3066 91
0.5 3375 3375 100

Table 3. From the n3 = 153 input sets generated with disper-
sion p in the Monte-Carlo, nsets parameter sets could be cal-
culated (the solution of the inverse problem exists) and nCEP

admit a CEP.

These ellipses are just a convenient way to represent the
covariance matrix since the semi-major and semi-minor
axis are the eigenvectors of this matrix.

Another noticeable result is that with a dispersion as
low as 1% (resulting in at most 3 MeV of variation of
the phenomenological inputs of the model) the CEP scat-
ter plot extends in a large range of temperature TCEP ∈
[0 , 55] MeV and a more reduced range of chemical poten-
tial µCEP ∈ [324 , 332] MeV (the standard deviation is
of course much smaller). Furthermore, it exists some pa-
rameter sets for which a CEP does not exist. For all this
sets, the phase transition at T = 0 is a crossover. To vi-
sualize this feature, a point for the nonexistent CEP is
added: its temperature is taken as T = 0 (the CEPs dis-
appear “from below”) and its chemical potential such that
dµ/dm = 0 at T = 02. To visualize also the density of
the point we represent in Fig. (6) the probability distri-
bution of the CEP using the Kernel Density Estimate or
KDE (shortly described in App. (E)). The integral on R2

of this distribution is one and its dimension is GeV−2.
In Tab. 4 the mean and standard deviation are listed.

The ratio of the deviation over the mean of the tempera-
ture may seem low compared to the value of the sensitiv-
ity. It is an artifact coming from the fact that the “missing
CEP” cannot be taken into account hence lowering arti-
ficially this ratio. This ratio for the chemical potential is
remarkably low.

These results are in agreement with the values of the
sensitivities at vanishing dispersion that we found for the
CEP. As already noticed, the problem is sufficiently linear
around the mean value for the sensitivities calculation to
make sense when extrapolated at finite dispersion.

TCEP (0.0303± 0.0001) (GeV)
σ(TCEP) (0.0107± 0.0001) (GeV)
σ(TCEP)/TCEP 35.25 (%)

µCEP (0.3280± 0.0001) (GeV)
σ(µCEP) (0.0018± 0.0001) (GeV)
σ(µCEP)/µCEP 0.54 (%)

Table 4. Results obtained for the in-medium prediction, i.e
concerning the CEP position, for the uniform distribution, with
n3 = 203, and p = 1%. This analysis does only take into ac-
count the CEPs that were find. Thus the presented results are
biased. If the missing CEPs were used in the analysis, the (rel-
ative) standard deviation would be even larger.

2 It is the characteristic crossover chemical potential at T =
0.
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3.2.4 Correlation of the chiral critical end points with the
inputs

Finally, to better find how to constrain the model, it may
be of interest to look at the correlations between the CEP
coordinates and the phenomenological inputs (this has
been shortly discussed in previous sections, for example
when we studied variation of the CEP with respect to the
condensate). The correlations between two quantities A
and B that can be either inputs, parameters or predic-

tions may be accessed through the correlation coefficient
CAB defined as (see [34]):

CAB =
|Covar(A,B)|
σ(A)σ(B)

, (23)

where Covar(A,B) is the extra-diagonal coefficient of the
covariance matrix of A and B. Explicitly, if Ai and Bi are
the datasets generated by the Monte-Carlo, the covariance
matrix elements are:

Covar(A,B) =
1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

(Ai − Ā)(Bi − B̄) (24)

(Ā and B̄ are the means of the corresponding dataset),
Covar(B,A) = Covar(A,B) and the diagonal elements are
simply the variance e.g. Covar(A,A) = σ2(A).

When this coefficient is close to one it means a strong
correlation between A and B (for example CAA is obvi-
ously equal to 1). On the contrary a value close to zero
means that the random variable A and B are uncorrelated.
To be precise, let us mention that the coefficient is a good
measure of independence of a variable in the linear case; in
the non-linear framework that we are working in, close to
zero correlation may not imply that the two variables are
almost independent. For this reason it is also important to
check the conclusion one can infer from CAB by inspecting
the scatter plots of the datasets A and B (Fig. (7)). Since
we start with a uniform distribution, perfect correlations
will result in a line in the plot where the density of point
is constant (and implies CAB = 1) and no correlations will
result in a rectangular shape where the density of points
is also constant (and implies CAB = 0).

We will concentrate on the correlations between the
CEP coordinates and the phenomenological inputs or pa-
rameters. Indeed since the predictive power of the model
is quite poor it is important to know which inputs or pa-
rameters should be better constrained to restore the ro-
bustness of the CEP prediction. On Fig. (7) we display
correlation plots between the inputs and the CEP (tem-
perature and chemical potential) with a dispersion of the
inputs of 1% as in the previous plots. To complete this
analysis, Tab. 5 puts together the values of the correlation
coefficient Eq. (23) between the inputs or the parameters
and the CEP coordinates.

We notice that the CEP position is almost uncorre-
lated to the value of mπ (another manifestation that the
Goldstone theorem is a constraint strong enough to ensure
that quantities not involving m0 are largely insensitive to
the precise mass of the pion) as can be seen on the plots
(almost a perfect rectangular shape) or in the table (C is
below 0.1 for both T and µ). Otherwise, there is a strong
correlation of the CEP with fπ.
Let us stress that the plots are richer than the value of
the coefficients. For example, we see that the “no CEP”
points (represented as zero temperature points) correlates
with low values of fπ or the condensate. The only differ-
ence between T and µ correlation coefficients with inputs
concerns the condensate. The temperature is 4 times more
correlated with it than the chemical potential. As already
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Figure 7. Correlation of the temperature (left) or the chemical potential (right) with the inputs. Uniform distribution, p = 1%
MeV and N = 203. To represent the correlations we have done a scatter plot of the two datasets then reconstructed the density
of points with the KDE algorithm App. (E). The color coded z-axis is then in GeV−2.

mentioned, for the sigma mass and when we vary the con-
densate, this kind of relation could not have been easily
found based on physical arguments, illustrating the power
of the correlation analysis and the unexpected behavior
of the inverse problem. This difference between T and µ
correlations may be one of the reason why the tempera-
ture prediction is less robust (more dispersed) than the
chemical potential one.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, the effects of infinitesimal variations of the
inputs used to fix the parameters of the NJL model were
systematically studied using the sensitivity parameter.

Correlations of TCEP µCEP

with inputs
mπ 0.021 0.123
fπ 0.646 0.987
〈q̄q〉 0.591 0.130

with parameters
m0 0.797 0.494
Λ 0.933 0.445
GΛ2 0.975 0.686

Table 5. Correlation coefficients between the inputs or the
model parameters with the temperature and the chemical po-
tential at CEP with uniform distribution, p = 1%, and n = 203.

This work is a benchmark for more realistic studies
but we already shown how poorly the CEP temperature
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is predicted by the model (if it can at all be predicted
when considering finite variations).

The great advantage of the sensitivity is to quantita-
tively and systematically assess the information on how a
quantity is reasonably predicted in a model without be-
ing obligated to vary by hand the value of the parameter
to try to assess the stability of a prediction. Besides, the
inverse problem analysis is done at constant vacuum phe-
nomenology.

Along the way we have illustrated how powerful the
tools from the inverse problem theory can be, revealing
non trivial relations between inputs and predictions, for
example when studying the sigma mass (whose physics is
well understood within this model) or when softening the
constraint on the condensate value (where we found a less
trivial behavior).

The simulations requiring a large number of samples,
we also show as an exercise in App. (A) an exact solution
of the inverse problem and, App. (B), a fast algorithm to
compute the CEP by pushing as much as possible the ana-
lytic calculation (in particular using no numerical deriva-
tives that are known to be quickly badly behaved). In
more realistic models, the former certainly won’t be pos-
sible anymore, but our algorithm can be easily generalized.

The general conclusion is that with parameters fitted
to the in-vacuum quantities, the intuition dictates that
in-medium prediction may be less safe (even if it is the
usual framework in the literature). What we have shown
here is a way to give a quantitative statement about this
intuition. We also show that for the case of the chemical
potential it seems to go opposite to the intuition. With
this work we suggest that for more realistic models such
a sensitivity criterion (together with correlation analysis)
may help to know in which direction the model should be
refined and constrained to have better predictions.

One noticeable result that we will investigate further
is that the chemical potential of the CEP is remarkably
stable. Of course the vector interaction will change this
value (the vector interaction essentially shifts the chemical
potential) but we conjecture and we will check it in a next
publication if the temperature still remains unpredictable.

From this remarkable stability we learn even with this
simplified model that if the CEP is shown to exist (e.g. ob-
servationally if one has a proof that the transition is first
order at zero temperature), the contribution of the scalar
interaction will contribute to strongly constraint its chem-
ical potential coordinate but the prediction of its temper-
ature is not possible in this framework. It shows that one
has to add other relevant physical mechanism for this pre-
diction. We suppose that, in the PNJL model which add
finite temperature constraints, this problem would be less-
ened (but not completely solved) since gluonic effect have
an important role to fix the temperature.

We will also test if adding in medium inputs will in-
deed stabilize enough the prediction for it to be meaning-
ful. The problem being of course that there is few finite
density experimental/theoretical constraints to QCD. We
will also study if even a very weak constraint (for example
one coming from compact star phenomenology where ex-

perimental uncertainties are large) is able to stabilize the
CEP and hence showing that effective models can be trust
as a useful tool to study QCD where for example LQCD
cannot reach.

Let us conclude on a more general note. The CEP
position in this simple model is rather low in the phase
diagram (small T , high µ), at the bottom of the chiral
crossover and 1st order transition line. It may be related
to the fact that its sensitivity is rather low: when vary-
ing parameters, the CEP essentially follows the transition
line that is rather steep in this part of the phase diagram
hence its value do not change a lot.

On the contrary LQCD or first experimental evidences
[5] favor a much lower value of the chemical potential and
a higher value of the temperature.

We already have shown [23] (Fig. 8) that with the
SU(3) NJL model with a Polyakov loop (that take into ac-
count a static gauge field) the CEP is considerably higher
in the phase diagram. We also shown that in order to
put it even closer to the zero chemical potential axis (in
better agreement with the aforementioned evidences) we
must either force the strange mass to a very low, non-
physical value (Fig. 8 of [23]) as it is well known (when
all light quark masses are low the transition at zero chem-
ical potential is first order) or impose a large value of the
t’Hooft coupling constant (Fig. 9 of [23]) hence destroy-
ing the correct magnitude of the eta - eta’ meson mass
difference. If this evidences are confirmed it will be a pri-
ori difficult to get the correct position of the CEP with
a correct description of the vacuum. It is the great ad-
vantage of this framework to be able to systematically
study parametrization of the model that obey a given set
of constraints (contrarily to the above mention work where
we vary independently parameters without inspection of
the induced phenomenology). In future works we will use
these tools to check if a parametrization exists that can
reproduce both reasonable vacuum mesonic spectrum and
in-medium CEP position. If not, it may be an indication
that some important effects are missing in the model ei-
ther higher order correction, back reaction mechanism or
even new mechanism absent of the model like dynamical
contribution of the gluonic sector.

A NJL model and its analytic inversion

The NJL model we consider, whose Lagrangian is given
by Eq. (1), has three parameters m0, Λ and G that are
fitted to the values of the pion mass, mπ, the pion decay
constant fπ, and the quark condensate 〈q̄q〉.

Let us recall the system of equations for the inverse
problem we obtained in the text (Eq. (5), Eq. (6) and
Eq. (4)). When (mπ, fπ, 〈q̄q〉) are fixed to their phenomeno-
logical values, one has to solved for the parameters Λ, m0
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and G the system:

m2
π = −m0

m

1

4iGNcNfI2(0)
, (25)

f2
π = −4iNcm

2I2(0) , (26)

〈q̄q〉 =
m0 −m

2G
, (27)

together with the equation for the mass m (Eq. (2)):

m0 −m+ 8iGNcNfmI1 = 0 . (28)

A.1 Reduction of the system

The idea to reduce the system is to use adimensional quan-
tities hence we conveniently rewrite Eq. (3) and Eq. (7):

I1 = −iΛ2i1(m/Λ),

where i1(x) ≡
∫ 1 d3p

(2π)3

1

2
√
p2 + x2

, (29)

and

I2(0) =
i

4
i2(m/Λ),

where i2(x) ≡
∫ 1 d3p

(2π)3

−1

(p2 + x2)
3/2

. (30)

The integrals i1 and i2 can be computed analytically:

i1(x) =
1

8π2

[
ΛE + x2 log

(
x

1 + ΛE

)]
, (31)

i2(x) =
1

2π2

[
1

ΛE
+ log

(
x

1 + ΛE

)]
, (32)

with ΛE =
√
x2 + 1.

To solve the system, the scale Λ is used to make the
variables dimensionless:

x = m/Λ and x0 = m0/Λ

With these variables, the system reads:

m2
π

Λ2
=
x0

x

1

GΛ2NcNf i2(x)
, (33)

f2
π

Λ2
= Ncx

2i2(x) , (34)

〈q̄q〉
Λ3

=
x0 − x
2GΛ2

, (35)

and the gap equation becomes:

0 = x0 − x+ 8GΛ2NcNfxi1(x) . (36)

This equation is automatically solved if:

GΛ2 =
x− x0

8NcNfxi1(x)
. (37)

This form forGΛ2 can be plugged in Eq. (34) and Eq. (35).
Introducing another new variable:

δ =
x− x0

x0
,

the system now reads:

m2
π

Λ2
=

8i1(x)

δi2(x)
, (38)

f2
π

Λ2
= Ncx

2i2(x) , (39)

〈q̄q〉
Λ3

= −4NcNfxi1(x) . (40)

With this last form, we can solve it by first calculating
the ratio:

α =
f3
π

〈q̄q〉
, (41)

which is a phenomenological constant independent of Λ
and hence, by taking the quotient between Eq. (39) and
Eq. (40), x is the solution of one equation of one unknown
α:

Gα(x) = 0 , (42)

with:

Gα(x) =

√
Nc

4Nf

x2(i2(x))3/2

i1(x)
+ α . (43)

Once Eq. (42) is solved, we can compute δ by comput-
ing the ratio f2

π/m
2
π leading to:

δ =
f2
π

m2
π

8i1(x)

Nc(xi2(x))2
. (44)

Finally, the system has just to be re-scaled:

Λ =
fπ

x
√
Nci2(x)

. (45)

The values of m0 and G can now be calculated:

m0 = Λ
x

δ + 1
, (46)

G =
1

Λ2

x− x0

8NcNfxi1(x)
. (47)

A.2 Solution for x

Provided that none of the parameters is zero, the system
given by Eqs. (38,39,40) is equivalent to Eq. (42)). This
equation has to be solved for x, and depending on the
value of α given Eq. (41), the system may be solved or
not. In Fig. (8), the function Gα is plotted for three values
of α. Calling xmax the abscissa such as Gα is maximum,
then we see that Eq. (42) has solutions for each α > αc,
where αc is defined as the α for which the value of the
function Gα at xmax is zero:

αc ⇔ Gαc
(xmax) = 0 . (48)
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Figure 8. Function Gα(x) for three typical values of the pa-
rameter α (always negative for physical values of the phe-
nomenological inputs):
(top) 0 > α > αc: two solutions; (middle) α = αc: one de-
generate solution at maximum; (bottom) α < αc: no solution.
If α > αc the system has two solutions: one is physical, for
x < xmax, while the other is not, for x > xmax, where xmax is
the abscissa of the maximum of Gα function.

Since the abscissa of the maximum value of Gα(x) is in-
dependent of α, the critical value is a numerical constant
αc = −0.0283275 and has just to be calculated once. For
all values of α that respect α > αc the system has two so-
lutions. The first one is numerically found by any bracket-
ing algorithm which is looking for a root in [0, xmax]. This
root corresponds to the physical dressed mass x = m/Λ <
xmax. The second root corresponds to an nonphysical mass
m/Λ > xmax (it is another way to see the phenomenon de-
scribed in [43], Fig. 2.6). Nevertheless, as a complement,
we present a way to find it. It is possible to calculate an
asymptote of Gα(x) at x→ +∞ defined by:

G∞α (x) =

√
Nc
3

x−3/2

4πNf
+ α . (49)

The solution of G∞α (x) = 0 is analytic and reads:

x∞ = −
(
Nc
24

)1/3

(απNf )−2/3 . (50)

The nonphysical root can be searched in the interval
[xmax, x

∞].

B Fast algorithm for the chiral critical end
point calculation

To study the in-medium properties of the NJL model, one
has to generalize the in-vacuum gap equation Eq. (28) for
finite temperature and finite chemical potential. The gap
equation to be solved is:

gm(m,T, µ) = 0 , (51)
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Figure 9. In medium dressed quark mass for the three typical
cases described in text.

where:

gm = m0 −m+ 8GNcNfm [iI1(m,Λ)− Iβ(m,T, µ)] ,
(52)

with I1 being the integral (29) and Iβ the integral defined
as:

Iβ =

∫ ∞ d3p

(2π)3

1

2Ep

[
f(p) + f̄(p)

]
, (53)

where Ep =
√
p2 +m2 and f and f̄ are the Fermi-Dirac

distribution for quarks and antiquarks respectively

f(p) =
1

1 + exp (β(Ep − µ))
,

f̄(p) =
1

1 + exp (β(Ep + µ))
,

with β = T−1 and kB = 1. The solution of Eq. (51) is
plotted as a function of the chemical potential for differ-
ent temperatures on Fig. (9). It displays three different
behaviors:
(i) For T > TCEP, there is a single solutionm(T, µ) charac-
teristic of a cross-over transition between a chirally broken
hadronic phase (〈q̄q〉 6= 0) and an almost chirally symmet-
ric phase (〈q̄q〉 ' 0);
(ii) For T < TCEP, it exists, in a range of chemical poten-
tial, three solutions for m, characteristic of a first order
chiral phase transition with stable, metastable, and un-
stable solutions;
(iii) For T = TCEP, it exists a unique solution m but if
µ = µCEP, then the tangent of m(T, µ) is infinite: at the
CEP, the phase transition is of second order.

Then, to compute the CEP coordinates, one has to
compute the temperature and the chemical potential where
m has a unique infinite tangent (strictly speaking one
should work with the order parameter, namely the quark
condensate, but it is equivalent and easier to work with
the quark mass):

dm

dµ

∣∣∣∣
T=TCEP

= +∞ ⇔ dµ

dm

∣∣∣∣
T=TCEP

= 0 , (54)
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where the function µ(m,T ) is an implicit solution of
gm(m,T, µ(m,T )) = 0 (this function is easier to work with
since it is always single valued). Because of the unicity of
the infinite tangent at the CEP, the latter is also an in-
flection point, meaning that finding the CEP coordinates
means to solve the following system of equations:

gm(mCEP, TCEP, µCEP) = 0 , (55)
dµ

dm

∣∣∣∣
T

(mCEP, TCEP, µCEP) = 0 , (56)

d2µ

dm2

∣∣∣∣
T

(mCEP, TCEP, µCEP) = 0 . (57)

The traditional way to compute the CEP is to solve
numerically Eq. (55), then find the maximum of dµ/dm
for any T , and then find T such as the value of dµ/dm at
this temperature is zero. This method works quite well if
the derivatives are not calculated numerically, and if ade-
quate initial values are given to the algorithm. Using this
method, the time required to compute the CEP position
is a fraction of second. It the following we show how this
calculation can be accelerated.

B.1 Rewriting of the gap equation

We introduce the new variables

σ = βµ and x = βm .

Let us stress that the previous definition of the dimension-
less parameters like the mass x was done with the scale Λ
and now we use 1/β: we keep the same name since there
is no possibility of confusion. Renaming p → βp in the
integral (53), we can write:

Iβ(m,T, µ) = T 2iβ(σ, x) , (58)

where iβ is given by

iβ(σ, x) =

∫ ∞ d3p

(2π)3

1

2E

[
f(p) + f̄(p)

]
, (59)

with E =
√
p2 + x2, with f and f̄ the Fermi-Dirac distri-

butions f = [1 + exp(E ± σ)]−1.
The mean field equation (55) can be rewritten using

the new variables x0 = βm0, γ = GT 2, and λ = βΛ:

0 = x0 − x− 8γNcNfx
[
iβ(σ, x)− λ2i1(x/λ)

]
. (60)

If one introduces the variable η = x/λ, then the previous
equation can be written:

8γNcNfη
2i1(η−1) = 8γNcNf

iβ(σ, x)

x2
− x0

x3
+ x−2 . (61)

Using the definitions of the new variables, we can com-
pute:

1

γx2
=

η2

GΛ2
and

x0

γx3
= η3m0

Λ

1

GΛ2
, (62)

and, introducing:

a = (8GΛ2NcNf )−1 and b =
m0

Λ
, (63)

the mean field equation becomes:

aη2(bη − 1) + η2i1(η−1) =
iβ(σ, x)

x2
. (64)

We introduce the function F (η):

F (η) = aη2(bη − 1) + η2i1(η−1) , (65)

and the function Z(σ, x):

Z(σ, x) =
iβ(σ, x)

x2
, (66)

Such that Eq. (64) simply reads:

F (η) = Z(σ, x) . (67)

Since integral (59) is given by a numerical integral,
calculating its inverse is time consuming. On the contrary
i1(x) is analytical and F−1(η) can be efficiently computed
with a simple root polishing algorithm without numerical
integration. At fixed σ and x, the solution η of the mean
field equation is:

ηMFE(σ, x) = F−1 ◦ Z(σ, x) , (68)

where ηMFE is then the η that solves the mean field equa-
tion, from which one can compute the mass, the temper-
ature, and the chemical potential using:

m =
Λ

ηMFE
; T =

Λ

xηMFE
; µ =

Λσ

xηMFE
. (69)

One may be surprised to work with these variables
but, in fact, using these variables is equivalent to choose
a trajectory on the surface defined by:

gm(m,T, µ) = 0 . (70)

For example, at fixed σ, computing η(x) and thenm(x) = Λ/η(x)
is equivalent to compute gm(m,T, µ) = 0 with the con-
straints σ = cst = µ/T .

The parametric curve {m = m(x) , µ = Λσ/[xη(x)]} at
σ fixed is simply the solution of:

gm

(
m(µ), T =

µ

σ
, µ
)

= 0 , (71)

i.e., it is the solution of the mean field equation on lines
T = µ/σ in the (T, µ) plane.

We have to be careful in the following since the CEP
is defined as the point where m has an infinite derivative
with respect to the thermodynamical parameters T and µ.
In the light of Eq. (71), computing the CEP coordinates is
equivalent to solve the system given by Eqs. (55,56,57) at
a fixed σ. As a remark we notice that working at fixed x
gives simpler equations but one can check that the solution
found will not be the CEP. Indeed the trajectory followed
on the surface S = {gm(m,T, µ) = 0} is not trivial and
the link between this solution and the CEP is not obvious.
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B.2 Finding the CEP

Using the previous notations, the system can be rewritten
as:

F (η) = Z(σ, x) , (72)
dµ

dm

∣∣∣∣
σ

= 0 , (73)

d2µ

dm2

∣∣∣∣
σ

= 0 , (74)

where
µ

Λ
(σ, x) =

σ

ηx
, (75)

m

Λ
(σ, x) = η−1 . (76)

At fixed σ, we can compute the total differentials:

d
(µ
Λ

)
= − σ

xη2
dη − σ

ηx2
dx , (77)

d
(m
Λ

)
= −dη

η2
. (78)

From Eq. (72), and using Eq. (77) and Eq. (78) we
have:

ηF ′(η) + xZx(σ, x) = 0 , (79)
where F ′ is the derivative of F with respect to η, and Zx
is the partial derivative of Z with respect to x.

In the same fashion, we can write:

0 =
d2µ

dm2

∣∣∣∣
σ

=
d

dm

[
− σ

ηx

(
η−1 + x−1 dx

dη

)
(−η2)

]
. (80)

After some manipulations, and using Eq. (79), one finds:

η2F ′′(η)− x2Zxx(σ, x)− 2xZx(σ, x) = 0 , (81)

where Zxx is the second partial derivative of Z with re-
spect to x.

The system to solve is now:

F (η)− Z(σ, x) = 0 , (82)
ηF ′(η) + xZx(σ, x) = 0 , (83)

η2F ′′(η)− x2Zxx(σ, x)− 2xZx(σ, x) = 0 . (84)

With the correct initialization, in particular if the ini-
tialization for η is already the solution of Eq. (68) for the
initial values of x and σ, a simple root finding algorithm
can compute the solution in a few millisecond (this al-
gorithm is about a hundred times faster than the usual
algorithm).

Depending on a and b Eq. (63), the CEP may disap-
pear. In that case, one should not try to solve the system
given by Eqs. (82,83,84). To detect if the CEP exists, it
is always equivalent to have a metastable solution at zero
temperature. Hence, by solving d2µ/d2m = 0, and look-
ing at the value of dµ/dm at this point, one can very
efficiently (also a few millisecond) determine if the CEP
exists (dµ/dm > 0) or not.

C Analytical derivation of the sigma-meson
mass sensitivity

To compute the sensitivity in the case of the sigma-meson
mass:

m2
σ = 4m2 +m2

π , (85)

one can use the previous change of variable m = Λx and
then:

m2
σ = 4Λ2x2 +m2

π . (86)

If x is solution of Eq. (42), then Λ is given by Eq. (45),
and the sigma meson mass reads:

mσ =

√
4

Nc

f2
π

i2
+m2

π . (87)

With c3 = −〈q̄q〉 we have the differential:

di2 =
di2
dx

dx = −di2
dx

1

G′α(x)
d(f3

π/c
3). (88)

It is straightforward to compute dm2
σ = 2mσdmσ and

finally the needed partial derivatives. We found:

∂mσ

∂mπ
=
mπ

mσ
, (89)

∂mσ

∂fπ
=

2fπ
mσNci2

(
2 +

3α

i2

di2
dx

1

G′α

)
, (90)

∂mσ

∂c
= −6

f2
π

mσNci22

α

c

di2
dx

1

G′α
. (91)

With the value of the inputs in the manuscript one finds:
dmσ = 0.21dmπ+34dfπ−8.2dc so, for a vanishing relative
dispersion, Σ(mσ) = 6.42. The value we obtained with the
Monte-Carlo, Tab. 1, is Σ(mσ) = 6.41.

The (small) difficulty here comes from the implicit
equation for x. In this particular case, all the quantities
that appear in the inverse problem only depend on the
solution of Eq. (42) which only depends on the quantity
α = f3

π/c
3, and then one can access the sensitivity of

the in-vacuum predictions quite easily. With more real-
istic models, the inverse problem will not be equivalent
anymore to a one dimensional equation, and the Monte
Carlo becomes a better alternative.

D Analytical calculation of composed
probability distributions

To check if the Monte-Carlo results are correct, one can
compare them to the theoretical probability distributions
when possible.

In the one variable case, the composition of two prob-
ability distributions is as follow. Let’s call X and Y two
random variables, with X following its probability distri-
bution ρX , and Y = f(X) (i.e. Y is a function of the
random variable X). Let’s call x and y the realization of
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the random variables X and Y through their correspond-
ing probability distributions.

If the function f is monotonic and increasing, then the
probability of finding x between x1 and x2 (x1 < x2) is
equal to the probability of finding y between y1 = f(x1)
and y2 = f(x2):

P(x1 ≤ x ≤ x2) = P (y1 = f(x1) ≤ y ≤ y2 = f(x2)) .
(92)

By definition of the probability distribution we have:

P(x1 ≤ x ≤ x2) =

∫ x2

x1

ρX(x)dx ; (93)

P(y1 ≤ y ≤ y2) =

∫ f(x2)

f(x1)

ρY (x)dy . (94)

Then ρX can be expressed as:

ρX(x) = (ρY ◦ f) (x)f ′(x) , (95)

which imply:

ρY (y) =
(
ρX ◦ f−1

)
(y)
[(
f ′ ◦ f−1

)
(y)
]−1

. (96)

To illustrate the case of two variables, we give the re-
sult for the density ρα. We have, following the same treat-
ment as for the one variable case, and using the shortcuts
f for fπ, and c for 〈q̄q〉:

P(α1 ≤ α ≤ α2) = P

(
f3

c
∈ [α1, α2]

)
= P

(
f3

c
≥ α1 ∧

f3

c
≤ α2)

)
= P

(
f ∈ R+ ∧ f3

α2
≤ x ≤ f3

α1

)
=

∫
R+

df

∫ f3/α1

f3/α2

dc ρf (f)ρc(c) . (97)

This probability can be re-expressed using the proba-
bility distribution ρα:

P(α1 ≤ α ≤ α2) =

∫ α2

α1

ρα(α)dα , (98)

and then we find an expression for ρα:

ρα(α) =
d

dα

∫
R+

df

∫ f3/α∗

f3/α

dc ρf (f)ρc(c) , (99)

where α∗ is any constant. Finally ρα is found to read:

ρα(α) =
1

α2

∫
R+

df f3ρf (f)ρc(f
3/α) . (100)

E Kernel density approximation

The statistical technique we used allowed us to draw some
scatter plots for the CEP coordinates prediction. It is also

interesting to have access to the probability distribution
of the CEP, i.e. the density of points, in the (T −µ) plane.
In order to reconstruct the density from the data, a pos-
sibility is to use the Kernel Density Estimate (KDE) with
Gaussian kernels.

Following Eqs.(4), (5), (6) and (7) of [52] we can re-
construct the density ρ(TCEP , µCEP ). This algorithm nor-
malizes the density to get a probability distribution
(
∫
ρ(T, µ) dT dµ = 1) hence its dimension is GeV−2. To

do this:
First we compute the covariance matrix and transform

the data to obtain a set of data with zero mean value and
unity standard deviation – the so-called sphered data. One
has simply to apply to data the matrix S1/2 where S is
the covariance matrix.

Then each sphered data point is replaced by a Gaus-
sian with a variance chosen such as its standard deviation
is large enough to overlap with other data points but small
enough not to create a long tail that does not exist in data.
This is the smoothing procedure control by the smoothing
parameter h of Hwang. We check that with the parameter
h given in the paper, we are able to reconstruct very well
a two dimensional Gaussian distribution with as low as
a hundred point (it is the “easy case” for this algorithm)
but also to reconstruct quite well a 2D uniform distribu-
tion also with a hundred points (the difficult case).

Finally the reconstructed density is the sum of the
smoothed sphered data where the matrix S−1/2 is applied
to get back to the original data.
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